Exam correction - cover page

Student name:

Directions: Complete this cover page and staple it to the top of your exam corrections.

What grade did you earn on this exam? ______________

- If you earned 100%, then you are done with your exam corrections… just turn in this cover page.
- If you did not earn 100%, then continue with questions A-E below…

A) What is your current grade in the class? (check SacCT) Percentage = _____ Letter grade = _____

B) Are you satisfied with your current grade in the class? YES _____ NO _____

C) Why do you think you made mistakes on this exam? [Check all that apply.]
   - Did not study enough
   - Difficulty with the mathematics
   - Did not understand the concepts
   - Not enough time on the exam
   - Other:
   - Unfamiliar with terminology
   - Difficulty applying the concept to new contexts
   - Careless mistakes
   - Thought I knew the material better than I did

D) Which of the following extra resources have you been taking advantage of? [Check all that apply.]
   - PAL sessions
   - PAL leader office hours
   - Instructor office hours
   - PASS advising
   - Study groups
   - Practice exams
   - Optional MasteringChemistry homework
   - Other:

E) Discuss your weakness and strengths in terms of your study skills and how you approached the class up until taking this exam and discuss any changes you plan on making in your approach to this course at this point. [Continue on back as needed. If you prefer to type up your answer, just attach it between this “Exam correction - cover page” and your completed “Exam correction – templates.”]